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ABSTRACT
A  search for genic male sterility in rice was Initiated 
in 1968 by collecting seed from partially sterile plants located 
in rice fields and research plots. Progeny from the partially 
sterile plants were grown for two or more generations. Two 
male sterile characters were found among the progeny of the 
partially sterile plants.
Male sterile plants from one source of male sterility were 
characterized by pmall rudimentary anthers which were devoid of 
pollen. The F2 progeny of male sterile plants outcrossed to 
normal fertile plants segregated 3:1 fertile to male sterile 
plants and the progeny rows fit a 1 : 2  ratio of nonsegregating 
to segregating rows. Rudimentary anther male sterile plants 
were outcrossed to 14 lines and varieties and the F£ progeny 
of these 14 crosses segregated 3:1 for fertile to male sterile 
plants indicating this male sterile character is Inherited as a 
single recessive gene. However the male sterile class tended 
to be smaller than expected and the pooled results did not fit 
a 3:1 ratio due to the deficiency in the male sterile class. 
These results suggest that the male gametes containing the male 
sterile gene do not function in fertilization on an exactly
v
equal basis with gametes containing only normal male fertility 
genes. Seed set on the male sterile plants under open 
pollinated field conditions at Crowley, Louisiana averaged 
12.69 percent and ranged from .59 to 46.77 percent. The 
variable seed set among the male sterile plants apparently was 
due to variation in available pollen under field conditions.
Plants heterozygous for the male sterile character produced 
normal seed set.
Male sterile plants from a second source of male sterility 
were characterized by normal size but nondehiscent anthers. The 
F2 progeny fit a 3:1 ratio of fertile to male sterile plants 
indicating this male sterile character was inherited as a single 
recessive gene. However, results did not support the single 
gene hypothesis and the inheritance of this male sterile 
character could not be clarified from the information available.
An additional collection of seed from partially sterile plants 
was made during the summer of 1970. Progeny of these partially 
sterile plants were grcwn for two generations and 13 F£ progeny 
produced partially sterile plants. Twelve of the F2 lines fit 
segregation ratios of either 3:1 or 15:1 indicating the partial 
sterility in these lines was controlled by one or two recessive 
genes. The lines were not studied sufficiently to determine 
definitely if the low seed set on the partially sterile plants
vi
was due to male sterility. However, partially sterile plants 
In eight of the 1 2 lines had a percent seed set within the 
range expected of male sterile rice plants suggesting the low 
percent seed set on the partially sterile plants in these lines 
is due to male sterility.
vii
INTRODUCTION
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is a major food crop. Its economic 
importance for human consumption of half of the world's 
population is well-recognized. Considerable effort has been 
made to increase its production by various scientific methods.
One of them is by varietal improvement. By means of hybridization 
between superior varieties with desirable characters, better rice 
varieties have been released for production throughout the world.
A major contribution to higher production would be hybrid 
seed with its utilization of hybrid vigor. Large-scale 
production of hybrid seed in many other agronomic crops is 
economically feasible. It has created an enthusiasm among 
rice breeders and geneticists to search and explore for 
similar means to increase rice yields. An important factor 
that should contribute to this goal would be the use of male 
sterility in seed production procedures. Male sterile 
plants make it possible to eliminate the tedious, and 
expensive process of hand emasculation. Male sterile plants 
produce seed only from cross pollination which makes it feasible 
to produce large number of hybrid plants which may be grown to
1
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utilize their potential heterosis. However, an efficient means 
to provide good seed set and fertility restoration on the male 
sterile lines must be available. Cytoplasmic male sterility 
and efficient fertility restorers made possible the utilization 
of hybrids in other crops but in rice it is still under 
investigation. Genic male sterility may be used to produce 
hybrid varieties in some situations and may also aid in the 
discovery and development of cytoplasmic-genic male sterility 
systems.
Genic male sterility has been found among various 
agronomic crops as well as rice. The male-sterllity gene is 
usually recessive. In barley, genic male sterility has been 
used extensively as a breeding tool for the development of 
synthetic barley populations. These populations have provided 
valuable material for varietal selection as well as for basic 
genetic studies. In rice, we must first establish the stability 
and reliability of expression of the genic male sterility 
mechanism, and also explore the amount of outcrossing that 
occurs in natural environments. Information about genic male 
sterility in different genic backgrounds and cytoplasms may 
help to open ways to use the male sterile character in 
facilitating crossing programs for rice improvement.
This study was undertaken to investigate the mode of 
inheritance underlying genic male sterility in rice, its 
behavior in different genetic backgrounds, and fertility
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expression of the male sterile factor in both the heterozygous 
and homozygous conditions.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Male sterility has been observed in almost all diploid 
species of plants that have been investigated, Duvlck (1966); 
however the gene or genes controlling the character usually are 
rare.
In his study with rice sterility, Terao (1923) found that in 
certain pedigree strains about half of the total spikelets were 
barren. From a single plant, he derived two families, approximately 
half of semi-sterile plants and half of fertile plants. Each 
semi-sterile plant segregated into true-breeding fertile plants 
and semi-sterile plants which repeated the same 1 : 1  segregation 
in later generations. He considered this semi-sterility to be a 
sex-linked lethal factor a causing the death of female gametes 
but not affecting the male. The genotypes of the fertiles and 
semi-steriles were assumed to be AA and Aa, respectively. Only A 
ova were viable but both A and ii pollen were functional.
Hsieh et̂  al̂  (1959) reported results similar to those of 
Terao, however after cytological investigation and progeny tests 
of X-ray irradiated rice they concluded that the results were due 
to a chromosomal interchange. They found that semi-sterile plants 
induced by X-ray irradiation gave a 1 fertile to 1 semi-sterile 
segregation ratio; fertile plants bred true,w^ile progeny 
of semi-sterile plants continued to segregate one-half fertile
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to one-half semi-sterile. When the fertile plant was backcrossed 
to the original variety, it produced either all semi-sterile or 
all fertile plants.
Ishikawa (1927) found three kinds of mutants in a strain of 
rice. They were designated as sterile, partial-sterile and 
semi-sterile with percent of floret sterility of 80, 40 and 50, 
respectively. The sterile type in which the pollen grains aborted 
behaved as a monohybrid recessive to normal. The female organs 
were determined to be normally functional by cytological obser­
vation and hand pollination. High sterility of the sterile types 
was due to deficiency of foreign pollen supply in the field.
Progeny of the partially-sterile type segregated approximately 7 
to 1 of true-breeding fertiles to partially steriles. The fertile 
plants produced only fertile progeny and the progeny of the 
partially sterile plants continued to segregate in a ratio of 7 
to 1. He ascribed the behavior to a gametic-lethal factor. The 
progeny of his semi-sterile material produced fertiles and semi- 
steriles in equal nuiriber, the former breeding true while the latter 
segregated again in the same previous manner. He interpreted this 
as an interaction of two loci with lethal gametes.
Rami ah (1931) found that flowers of some rice plants from his 
pure-line selections possessed anther sacs which did not emerge 
and dried up without dehiscing. The anther sacs were smaller than 
normal and did not attain the bright yellow color of normal 
anthers. The pollen grains were almost empty and in a collapsed
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condition. The Inheritance of this character was complicated and 
has not been worked out.
Ramanujam (1935) found a male sterile mutant, within a 
pure-line selection which was characterized by protracted growth, 
non-emergent panicles, spikelets that failed to open and much 
reduced and nondehiscent anthers. Seed set on this plant gave 
all fertile plants in the first generation. Progenies of these 
plants showed a segregation of normal and sterile plants, 
indicating the original mutant type was a simple recessive. 
Cytological evidence indicated that reduction division appeared 
regular but degeneration of the spores occurred after a fairly 
normal sporogenesis.
Ramanujam and Parthasarathy (1935) described a sterile line 
of rice in which the anthers did not dehisce and the pollen grains 
were shrivelled and non-functional. Irregular distribution of 
chromosomes occurred as the result of the failure of chromosome 
synapsis at metaphase I. There were additional irregularities in 
the second division such as presence of multiple spindles and lagging 
chromosomes. The asynaptic sterile form did not produce seed, 
which suggested that asynapsis might be involved during mega- 
sporogenesls as well. Asynapsis was found to be controlled by 
either of two recessive genes at different loci. An accidentally 
obtained dihybrid from a cross between a sterile and fertile plant, 
when selfed, was found to segregate in a 9:7 ratio of normal and 
sterile offspring.
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Cralgmiles et al (1968) reported that rice sterility from two 
different sources was controlled by a single pair of recessive 
genes, and another source did not fit the 3 to 1 ratio in the 
segregating progeny due to the small number of plants available.
They classified their materials according to seed set. Plants with 
less than 1 0 percent fertility were considered sterile, and plants 
with more than 1 0 percent fertility were classified as fertile.
A wide range of sterility (0 - 90 percent) in the fertile class 
indicated the presence of modifying or complementary genes. 
Environmental factors also influenced the seed set. Variation 
existed within the sterile class which was at least partially 
controlled by genetic causes, with one or more modifiers influencing 
the gene action. Cytoplasmic sterility was not involved in 
either case.
Shinjyo (1969) reported a case of cytoplasmic-genetic male 
sterility in rice. The sterile cytoplasm was derived from the 
variety Chinsurah Boro II, an indica variety. The genetic 
constitution was derived from Taichung 65, a Taiwan japonica 
variety. The male sterile material was the result of series of 
backcrosses using Taichung 65 as recurrent parent. From a series 
of crosses and subsequent segregation studies, he concluded 
that plants with sterile cytoplasm [ms] and homozygous for 
the fertility restoring gene, RfRf, were completely male fertile, 
when heterozygous for the fertility restoring gene Rfrf, partially 
male fertile, and plants without the fertility restoring gene,
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rfrf. were completely male-sterile. Plants with normal cytoplasm 
[ms*! would be male fertile regardless of the genotype of restora­
tion genes. The plants of [m s ] rfrf x [ms+ ] Rfrf segregated 
Into partially male-sterile and completely male sterile classes 
In a 1:1 ratio, while the selfed progeny of [ms~l~] Rfrf was 
completely male fertile. The restoration gene was found 
to be of gametophytlc type.
Sampath and Mohanty (1954) concluded from their cytologlcal 
studies of semi-sterile rice hybrids that abnormalities observed 
at anaphase I in hybrids, between japonica and indica types 
consisted of laggards, stretched chromosomes and bridges with 
fragments. Anaphase bridges were ascribed to inversions in the 
laponlca parents. They also found that female cytoplasm affected 
pollen development in the In two laponlca-indica crosses and 
their reciprocals.
Hsleh and Oka (1958) reported varying degrees of sterility in 
Intervarietal hybrids. Cytologlcal observation of the chromosomes 
in pollen mother cells of the parents and the F^ hybrids showed no 
significant differences in the occurrence of univalent chromosomes, 
"stretch chromosomes" and anaphasic bridges. They assumed that 
sterility was due to gametic development genes in double recessive 
condition. They proposed that several such genes acted as a 
series of polygenes, with at least two such genes at different loci 
required to produce sterility.
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Yao e£ al (1958) explained that the probable causes of 
sterility in intervarietal rice hybrids could be either genic or 
chromosomal. They concluded in their study that structural 
differentiation in the parental chromosome existed, and partial 
sterility was due to cryptic structural hybridity, possibly arising 
from included inversions.
Jennings (1966) reported that indica x laponica fertility 
was closely associated with F£ fertility. Mean F2 fertility and 
fertility of the modal class increased as F^ fertility increased. 
Sterility in the F^ and F2 was caused by common chromosomal and/or 
genic mechanisms. F2 segregation ratios of monogenic and 
quantitative characters were normal and undisturbed by the degree 
of sterility.
Spre (1968) outlined techniques for bulk staining of ovules 
and ovaries to note the percentage of well-organized embryo sacs 
in sterile and semi-sterile rice. However, he pointed out that 
the ultimate test of viability depended on the actual pollination 
with viable pollen.
In the study with outcrossing behavior in male sterile rice, 
Craigmiles and Stansel (1966) observed about 28 percent natural 
crossing in their semi-sterile material obtained from radiation 
treatment. Normally, according to Beachell et̂  aJL (1938), the 
extent of natural crossing with normal rice varieties varied with 
locations, varieties and seasons. Natural crossing ranged from 
zero to 3.39 percent with an average of 0.45 percent.
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Suneson (1940) was the first to locate and utilize genetic 
male sterility in barley. He found a single male-sterile barley 
plant (Hordeum vulgare L.) in the Composite Cross selection 
C. I. 5368. The glumes of the unfertilized male sterile plants 
stayed open for several days after flowering. Florets of plants 
on which glumes remained open contained shrunken, rudimentary 
anthers and apparently normal female organs. The results of 
crosses made with this plant showed that the plants were fertile, 
the F2 plants segregated into a 3:1 ratio of fertile to sterile 
plants suggesting the male sterile character was due to the action 
of a single pair of recessive genes.
Singh and Kaul (1966) isolated 9 male-sterile lines from a 
sample of a barley composite obtained from the U.S.A. They also 
isolated one line from an Indian variety N. P. 17. All appeared 
to be genetic male sterile types. These lines included 
opened-type and closed-type spikelets. The size of anthers in 
all the sterile types were smaller than fertile lines. The pollen 
grains were empty, devoid of cytoplasm and clumped together in 
groups.
Hockett and Gslick (1968) reported from a study of allelism 
of male sterile barley that 16 of 19 genetic male-sterile barley 
mutants which were assigned permanent numbers were shown to be 
non-allelic. Except for ms 15, ms 19 and ms 17, all have shown 
completely male sterile heads on all tillers. Anther development
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In the homozygous male sterile types ranged from almost normal size 
in ms 6 and ms 16 to rudimentary in ms 3 and ms 7. No female 
sterility was observed in these male sterile mutants.
Suneson and Riddle (1940) reported the structural development 
of female parts was normal up to the time of flowering.
Subsequently, the lodicules remained functional, never allowed 
the glumes to completely close, and reopened them widely 
each morning for several days. This reopening, as well as 
the period of stigma receptivity, was influenced by temperature 
and humidity. Fertilization occurred during a period of 6 
to 8 days following the first flower opening.
Singh and Kaul (1966) studied genetic male sterile barley in 
ten lines, and concluded that male-sterile plants were perfectly 
female fertile, as was evident by up to 95 percent seed set from 
hand pollination. Natural cross-pollination up to 70 percent of 
seed set has been recorded.
It was possible to get 90 - 100 percent hybrid seed set on 
isolated male sterile barley plants when dusted manually. However, 
Suneson (1951) observed about 25 - 49 percent seed set could be 
obtained in the male sterile flowers in natural population. He 
associated this low percent seed set with poor pollen extrusion 
and dispersal.
Suneson (1956) reported that the overall population fitness of a 
barley population carrying the male sterile component, as measured 
in terms of the agronomic productivity and stability of performance,
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was found to improve steadily to a higher level than the check 
variety Atlas 46 and two other composite crosses.
Jain and Suneson (1964) investigated the survival of 
a male-sterility gene in two bulk-hybrid populations in relation 
to heterozygosis in barley by using changes in genotypic 
frequencies at a locus for male sterility and at three other 
loci. They found that the male-steriles seemed to be adaptively 
favored owing to their effect on increased outbreeding.
Suneson (1964) reported that achieving 50 percent seed set 
consistently on genetic male-sterile barley was basic to mass 
production of hybrid seed. At California during 1963, seed set 
on male sterile plants ranged from 64 to 77 percent. Four to 
36 percent of seed set was obtained as the result of outcrossing 
on male sterile barley under field conditions at the Welsh Plant 
Breeding Station, Aberystwyth, as observed by Hayes and Laws 
(1965).
Hockett and Eslick (1970) investigated natural outcrossing 
on genetic male sterile barley by growing 1 1  male sterile lines at 
8 locations. Significant differences in mean seed set on male 
sterile plants were obtained for the different locations (0.7 to 
6.2 percent seed set), for different lines (0.6 to 9.2 percent 
seed set), and for different varieties (1.2 to 6.7 percent seed 
set). They studied natural outcrossing on single male sterile 
plants and spikes of 16 male-sterile barley lines. They found (i.)
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the single plant standard error for average seed set per spike was 
0.96 seed per spike; (ii.) the percent seed set on individual 
spikes which set seed ranged from 2 to 70 percent and had a 
standard error of about 1 1  percent; and (iii.) the average number 
of seed set on primary, secondary, and second-crop tillers was 
3.18, 0.26, and 0, respectively. Natural outcrossing on male- 
sterile plants was too low in all experiments to allow practical 
production of hybrid barley without additional manipulation of 
good pollen dispersal and efficient female receptivity.
Suneson (1962), working with Pugsley’s sterile vulgare wheat 
which was a plant selected from an family of Kenya Farmer x 
Jevelln, reported that male sterility was due to homozygosity 
either for a recessive allele at one locus, which was less viable 
than the dominant allele, or for complimentary recessive alleles at 
two loci. The genetic system of this Pugsley's sterile wheat after 
being subjected to field tests in four crop sequences had not 
been resolved. Complete self-sterility has been rare, particularly 
in the spring suggesting environmental factors modified the 
expression of the sterility.
Briggle (1970) successfully transferred a recessive gene for 
male sterility in wheat obtained from a heterogenous stock of 
Pugsley's male-sterile wheat to a soft red winter wheat variety 
Chancellor. After four backcrosses to Chancellor, accompanied by 
rigid selection for single-gene segregation for male sterility,
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some populations were obtained which segregated in a 3 to 1 ratio 
of fertile to sterile plants. Pollen produced by fertile 
plants was normal. Pollen produced by male sterile plants was 
smaller than normal, Irregular in shape, and did not stain in 
Iodine solution.
Athwal e£ *Q (1967) concluded from cytologlcal and breeding 
results of their male sterile wheat that the male sterility was 
not due to any visible chromosomal aberration. The highly sterile 
form was conditioned by three recessive genes with additive effect. 
The expression of male sterility appeared to be influenced by the 
environment as well as by modifying genes. Partial sterility could 
be produced by the presence of one or two genes in recessive 
condition.
In sorghum, Stephens (1937) reported that anther size of 
genetic male sterile plants did not exceed one-half that of normal 
anthers. No pollen was formed in the male sterile anthers but 
blooming was normal, the lodicules swelled, glumes opened and the 
stigmas were extruded and remained exposed after the glumes were 
closed, thus remaining subjected to pollination by foreign pollen. 
The male sterile character was monogenic recessive in inheritance.
Webster and Singh (1964) reported a nondehiscent anther 
character of male sterile sorghum from the study of a cross of an 
African sorghum variety 9E with a sorgo variety "Leoti". The 
anthers of the appeared to be fully developed but failed to 
dehisce. The breeding behavior of this nondehiscent type of male
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sterility appeared to be cytoplasemic In inheritance. Cytologlcal 
evidence showed that the nondehiscent anthers was due to a strongly 
developed endothecium and thick-walled epidermis. Persistence of 
septum between loculi of anther halves prevented anther 
dehiscence.
In corn, Eyster (1921) first described genetic male sterility 
as due to a simple recessive gene. It was characterized 
by pollen degeneration in the anther sacs which remained undeveloped 
and by spikelets which were empty and flattened against the 
rachis. No intermediate was found. Plants in the heterozygous 
condition were normal. At least 43 genetic male sterile 
characters in corn have been reported, Weijer (1952). All of the 
genetic male sterile characters in corn were inherited as simple 
recessive.
Genetic male sterile genes were also found in many other plant 
species, for example in sugar beets as reported by Owen (1952), in 
pepper by Shrifriss and Frankel (1969), and in soybeans by Brim and 
Young (1971). The genetic male sterile characters of these crops 
were expressed as simple recessive characters.
Wiebe (1960) reported a close linkage (7 percent recombination) 
between a male sterile locus ms^ _16̂  and a locus for DDT-reslstance in 
barley. Consequently, he was able to remove over 90 percent of 
the fertile male plants in an early stage of growth by spraying 
them with DDT insecticide. Wiebe suggested that the linkage of the 
gene for DDT resistance with genes for male sterility could be 
used to develop hybrid barley.
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Hybrid vigor has been observed in many species including 
mostly self-pollinated species. Hybrid vigor in rice was 
reported by Jones (1926), who found that on the average the yield 
of hybrid rice plants was 10.13 percent greater than the yield 
of the parent plants. He also found evidence of hybrid vigor 
for plant height.
Brown (1953) investigated 28 crosses and reported the yield 
of hybrids of rice was significantly superior to the yield of 
their parents.
Suneson and Riddle (1944) used genetic male sterile barley 
for the production of hybrid seed by mass pollination. The
hybrids from seven different pollen parents crossed with
male-steriles showed differences in combining ability with an 
average yield advantage over both parents of more than 2 0 percent.
Upadhyaya and Rasmusson (1967) found from their study of
diallele crosses of eight varieties of barley that the average 
heterosis values of F^'s based on mid-parent means for yield, kernel 
weight, kernels per head, heads per plant, and height were 21.5,
5.9, 7.1, 7.6, and 3.2 percent, respectively. The yield of the best 
hybrid exceed the 2 highest yielding parental varieties by 2 2 and 
38 percent, respectively.
Rodriguez et_ al (1967) reported heterotic responses in hybrid 
wheats. After studying 45 experimental hybrids for two years 
under field conditions, they concluded heterotic responses 
of 15 to 30 percent were obtained.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The plant materials used in this study consisted of "F^",* 
F2 , and selected F3 progeny from partially sterile plant 
selections made by B. J. Hoff in 1968 and from partially sterile 
plant selections made in 1970 by the author and "F^" and F£ 
progeny derived from these selections. Also two male sterile 
plants which were discovered among the "F^" plants derived from 
the 1968 plant selections were outcrossed to 14 varieties and 
lines and the F^ and F2 progeny from these crosses were studied.
The partially sterile plants collected in 1968 were obtained 
from various sources. Six plants were selected from fields of 
the variety Nato, two plants from a field of the variety 
Bluebelle, one plant from the variety Nova 6 6 , and 13 plants from 
advanced generation progeny rows from N. E. Jodon's breeding 
nursery. Six plants were selected from a collection maintained 
by N. E. Jodon of partially sterile material derived from the 
crosses, RRU (selection from Rexoro red by unknown) x C554,
Toro x C554, and RRU x Toro.
The partially sterile plants selected in 1970 were obtained 
from named varieties and pure line selections from yield test
* "F," refers to putative F^ plants which are the progeny 




plots and date-of-seeding plots at the Louisiana State University 
Rice Experiment Station at Crowley. The number and source of 
these plant selections were as follows: six from the variety Dawn,
seven from the variety Nato, twelve from the variety Starbonnet, 
three from the variety Bluebonnet 50, one from the variety Vista, 
thirteen from C.I. 9708 derived from a Belle Patna x Dawn cross, 
two from C.I. 9679 derived from the cross 61B178 x 13d, two from
C.I. 9660 derived from the cross RZ-RZ x 13d, two from C.I. 9551 
derived from the cross (Dwf TPU) x Bbt 50, four from C.I. 9654 
derived from the cross C.I. 9453-Bbt 50 x C.I. 9187, two from a 
Cr. 67-5037 selection derived from the cross RZ250M x Rec 13N, one 
from a Cr. 67-5080 selection derived from the cross SS Nato x C.I. 
9460, two from a Cr. 69-5035 selection derived from the cross 
61B1 78 x 13d, two from a Cr. 68-5030 selection derived from the 
cross RZ250M x Saturn, one from a Cr. 68-5055 selection derived 
from the cross N250M x RZ250M, two from a Cr. 69-5028 selection 
derived from the cross N250M x RZ250M, three from a Cr. 67-5059 
selection derived from the cross SS Nato x RZ250M, four from an 
advanced selection of Cr. 69-7832, two from a line from the cross 
RZ250M x Horai.
The two male sterile plants found among the "Fj" plants 
grown in 1969-70 were selections from a line derived from the 
cross RRU x C554. These two plants were crossed with named 
varieties, Nato, Bluebelle, Dawn, IR-8 , and Taichung (native) 1, and 
with nine genetic stock lines identified as G.S. 7028 (purple
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stem and short stature), G.S. 7062 (cluster type panicle, leaf 
pubescence), G.S. 7072 (long awn, pubescence of lemma and palea, 
tall, green stem, glabrous leaf, dark purple grain, good pollen 
production), G.S. 7089 (purple apiculus, pubescence of lemma 
and palea, purple leaf), G.S. 7165 (purple stigma and apiculus, 
no awn, medium grain, purple glabrous leaf), G.S. 7174 (purple 
stem in booting stage), G.S. 7179 (purple stigma and apiculus, 
no awn, medium grain, small purple leaf), G.S. 7183 (big bold 
grain, long awn on some florets), G.S. 7382 (TKM-6, an Indian 
variety, tall, narrow long leaf, long panicle, some awn at 
distal end of panicle).
In the fall of 1969, seed from the 1968 plant collection of 
partially sterile rice plants were provided by B.J. Hoff. The 
seed were germinated in petri dishes and the seedlings were 
transplanted to pots in the greenhouse. Depending on available 
seed and percent germination, from one to six "F^" plants were 
obtained from each original plant selection. These "F^" plants 
were grown during the winter in the greenhouse and observed for 
any abnormality in their floral parts and flowering behavior. 
Florets from each plant were collected just prior to anthesis, 
fixed and stored in a 3:1 alcohol-acetic aciH solution for later 
determination of percent stainable pollen. Panicles from these 
plant were harvested and threshed to obtain seed to establish 
F2 progeny rows. Percent seed set of these "F^" plants was 
determined by threshing the harvested panicles individually, and 
counting the filled and empty florets.
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Seed from the "Fj" plants which produced selfed seed were 
planted In June 1970 at the Louisiana State University Rice 
Experiment Station at Crowley. The seeds were spaced four inches 
apart in rows one foot apart. These F2 progeny rows were 
observed for any abnormality particularly in their floral parts 
or flowering behavior. Regular observations were made to note 
any apparent segregation for sterility. The lines represented 
by F2 progeny rows which did not segregate for sterility were 
discarded. The chi-square test was used to determine if a 
particular F£ population fit the expected ratio of fertile to 
partially sterile plants.
Panicles were harvested from all plants in the segregating 
F2 rows and percent seed set was determined for each plant. Percent 
stainable pollen was determined for fertile and partially sterile 
plants from the segregating rows. To determine the percent 
stainable pollen of the plants, the anthers from a floret which 
had previously been fixed in 3:1 alcohol-acetic acid solution were 
removed and placed on a clean slide. The anthers were squashed to 
separate individual pollen grains and a drop of aceto-carmine 
stain was placed on the pollen and pollen was then observed under 
a microscope. The stained and non-stained pollen grains were 
counted and recorded. A minimum of 200 pollen grains were counted 
per sample by making four or more sweeps across the slide to 
insure a random and true sample. A second pollen determination 
was made from another floret of the same plant and the two samples 
were averaged.
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Fg progeny rows were planted In 1971 with seed harvested 
from fertile plants of four segregating F 2 rows. Segregation 
ratios in rows and percent seed set of fertile and partially 
sterile plants was determined. Percent seed set was 
determined for all panicles of at least four partially sterile 
plants, and for one panicle from each of four fertile plants 
from each segregating F^ progeny row. "Students" t-test was 
used to determine if a significant difference in percent of 
seed set occurred between homozygous plants and plants 
heterozygous for the male sterile character.
In June 1970 the two "rudimentary anther" male sterile 
plants discovered among the "F^" plants grown in the greenhouse 
during the previous winter and spring were transplanted into the 
field at the Rice Experiment Station, and crosses were made with 
14 other varieties and lines by manually pollinating the male 
sterile florets with foreign pollen. The F^ progeny from these 
crosses were grown in the greenhouse during the winter and spring 
of 1971. Regular observations were made of the F^ plants during 
all stages of growth. Florets were collected one day before 
anthesis of each F^ plant for determination of stainable pollen. 
Panicles of each F^ plant were harvested at maturity, and percent 
seed set was determined. The F2 progeny from the F^ plants were 
spaced-planted in rows 14 inches apart at the Rice Experiment 
Station during the summer of 1971. The number of male sterile and 
fertile plants in each row were observed and the chi-square test
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was used to determine how close the segregating populations fit 
the expected genetic ratios. At the time of flowering, florets 
on all plants were observed to determine any change in the 
rudimentary anther character. Panicles were harvested from both 
male sterile and male fertile plants of the segregating F 2 
progeny rows to determine the percent seed set.
Seed from panicles harvested from partially sterile plant 
selections made in 1970 were planted in pots in the greenhouse 
during the winter of 1970-71. At least one "Fj" plant and as 
many as 13 plants (average 5 plants) represented each semi-sterile 
plant selection. The "F^" plants were observed throughout the 
growing period with special emphasis placed on identifying any 
abnormality of floral behavior. A small sample of florets were 
collected from each plant for the determination of percent 
stainable pollen. Panicles were harvested from the plants 
as the seed matured and percent seed set of the plants was 
determined. The F 2 progeny of this material was planted at the 
Rice Experiment Station in June 1971 at approximately 3-inch 
spacing in rows 14 inches apart. These F2 progeny rows were 
observed to determine any apparent segregation for sterility. 
Panicles were collected from plants in rows which appeared to be 
segregating for sterility and percent seed set was determined.
The chi-square test for goodness of fit was used to determine how 
well the segregating population in the progeny rows fit genetic 
ratios.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study was made to screen for male sterile mutants in 
rice and to study the inheritance of any male sterile mutants 
discovered. The plant material collected as potentially male 
sterile was selected on the assumption that male sterile rice 
plants would have a considerably lower percent seed set than 
normal plants because of the need for cross pollination.
Since these plants were usually selected from fields or plots of 
predominantly normal plants, mutant male sterile plants would be 
expected to outcross to normal fertile plants and a recessive 
mutant gene would usually not be expressed until the F2 generation. 
Therefore progeny of all selections were grown out to the F2 
generation when possible.
The "F^" plants produced from seed of the partially sterile 
plant selections were grown in the greenhouse during the winter and 
spring of 1969-70 and produced normal vegetative growth. The 
floral parts and flowering behavior of these "F^" plants were 
normal with the exception of two plants which had small rudimentary 
anthers which did not produce pollen. These two plants numbered 
OR62 and OR63 were the progeny of a selection from a line
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derived from the cross RRU x C554, which contained several 
partially sterile plants. All "F^" plants produced sufficient 
seed to establish F2 populations with the exception of the two 
plants with rudimentary anthers.
F2 progeny rows were grown at the Rice Experiment Station, 
Crowley Louisiana during the summer of 1970. All F2 progeny rows 
produced normal and uniform vegetative growth. At the time of 
flowering five rows were found to have some plants with abnormal 
anthers. One row OC 8 O6 produced plants with anthers that 
appeared to be normal in size and shape but failed to dehisce 
normally. Four other rows OC832, OC833, OC836, and OC837 produced 
plants with small rudimentary anthers similar to those of the 
two "F^" plants with rudimentary anthers. At maturity all plants 
which showed abnormal anthers were found to have a low percent 
seed set. All five F2 rows which produced male sterile or partially 
sterile plants were uniform except for the variations in anther 
characteristics or fertility.
The F^ rows numbered OC832 and OC833 were the progeny of "F^" 
plants from one partially sterile selection and F2 rows OC836 and 
OC837 were the progeny of "F^" plants of another partially sterile 
selection. Both of the original selections were made from
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lines derived from the cross RRU x C554. These four progeny 
rows appeared to be similar or identical for most plant 
characteristics. The appearence of the rudimentary anther 
character was similar in all plants in which it "is expressed.
The rudimentary anther character which occurred in these four F2 
progeny rows was similar to the rudimentary anther character found 
in the two "F^" plants numbered OR62 and OR63.
Except for the short filaments and very small anthers the 
floral morphology of the male sterile florets appeared to be 
normal. The flowering behavior of the male sterile plants was 
similar to the flowering behavior of normal fertile plants. The 
florets opened for one to two hours and then closed. No florets 
of either the fertile or male sterile plants were observed to 
reopen once they closed.
All four progeny rows producing rudimentary anther male-sterile 
plants also produced normal fertile plants. The plant population 
in each of the four rows fit a ratio of 3 fertile to 1 male sterile 
plant with a probability greater than .05 when subjected to a 
chi-square test (Table 1). These four progeny rows fit a chi-square 
test for homogeneity with a probability of .20 - .10, indicating 
the segregation behavior of the four rows was similar. The data 
from the four rows when combined gave a total of 73 fertile to 
31 male sterile plants. These combined results fit a ratio of 
three fertile plants to one male sterile plant with a probability 
of .30 - .20.


















0C832 2 2 5 .60 .50-.40 16 6 .36 .60-.50
0C833 15 1 0 3.00 .10-.05
0C836 24 8 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 19 5 1.69 .2 0 - . 1 0
OC837 12 8 2.40 .2 0 - . 1 0
Pooled 73 31 1.28 .30-.20 35 11 1.84 .20-.10
Heterogeneity 4.72 .20-.10 .21 .70-.60
Total 6.00 .20-.10 2.05 .40-.30
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During the summer of 1971 Fg progeny rows were grown from all 
fertile plants in F2 rows OC832 and OC836. The Fg rows from 
fertile plants of F 2 row OC832 produced six rows with all fertile 
plants and 16 rows which segregated into fertile and male sterile 
plants. This fit a ratio of one all fertile row to two 
segregating rows with a probability of .60 - .50. The Fg progeny 
rows from fertile plants of F2 row OC836 produced five rows with 
all fertile plants and 19 rows which segregated into fertile 
and male sterile plants. These results fit a ratio of one all 
fertile row to two segregating rows with a probability of .20 - 
.10. (Table 1.)
The Fg data indicated that the fertile F2 plants segregated in 
a ratio of one homozygous fertile plant to two plants heterozygous 
for the rudimentary anther male-sterile character.
The F2 and F^ results from the lines which segregated for the 
rudimentary anther male-sterile character indicates that the 
character is inherited as a monogenic recessive character.
Thirty five Fg progeny rows segregated for the rudimentary 
anther male sterility of which 33 fit a 3:1 ratio of fertile to 
male sterile plants with a probability greater than .05 (Table 2), 
and two rows fit the 3:1 ratio with a probability less than .05 
but greater than .02. A chi-square test for homogeneity gave a 
probability of .95 - .90 which Indicated good agreement between 
progeny rows.
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Table 2. F 3 segregation for rudimentary anther male sterility.








OC832 1C140 6 6 2 1 21. 75 .03 .90-.80
1C141 69 23 23.00 0 . 0 0 1 . 0
1C142 18 12 7.50 3.60 .10-.05
1C143 34 8 10.50 .79 .40-.30
1C144 46 15 15.25 . 0 1 .95-.90
1C145 31 1 2 10.75 .19 .70-.60
1C147 83 23 26.50 .62 .50-.40
1C149 51 2 0 17.75 .38 .60-.50
1C151 61 2 0 20.25 . 0 1 .95-.90
1C 15 2 64 17 20.25 .69 .50-.40
1C153 47 14 15.25 .14 .80-.70
1C154 49 15 16.00 .08 .80-.70
1C156 44 6 12.50 4.51 .05-.02
1C157 47 1 1 14.50 1.13 .30-.20
1C159 62 13 18.75 2.35 .2 0 - . 1 0
1C161 49 16 16.25 . 0 1 .95-.90
OC836 1C162 37 14 12.75 .16 .70-.60
1C164 59 2 2 20.25 . 2 0 .70-.60
1C165 51 14 16.25 .41 .60-.50
1C167 77 16 23.25 3.01 .10-.05
















0C836 1C169 69 22 22.75 .03 .90-.80
1C171 58 15 18.25 .77 .40-.30
1C172 30 8 9.50 .31 .60-.50
1C173 35 21 14.00 4.67 .05-.02
1C174 55 12 16.75 1.80 .20-.10
1C176 58 14 18.00 .93 .40-.30
1C177 78 24 25.50 .12 .80-. 70
1C179 58 24 20.50 .80 .40-.30
1C180 57 17 18.50 .16 .70-.60
1C181 79 17 24.00 2.72 • 1-* 0 1 • O
1C182 63 23 21.50 .14 • 00 0 1 • 0
1C183 68 17 21.25 1.13 .30-.20
1C 184 62 20 20.50 .02 .90-.80
1C 185 78 23 25.25 .27 .70-.60
Pooled (1 d.f.) 1978 583 640.25 6.83 .01-.005
Heterogeneity (34 d.f.) 24.02 .95-.90
Total (35 d.f.) 30.85 . 70-. 60
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The combined results of the progeny rows gave a population 
of 1978 fertile plants and 583 male sterile plants. This 
combined data fit a 3:1 ratio of fertile to male sterile plants 
with a probability of less than .01 indicating that the combined 
data did not produce a good fit to a 3:1 ratio. The male sterile 
class was smaller than expected in most of the segregating rows 
(Table 2) although apparently not sufficiently less than 
expected to alter the fit to the 3:1 ratio in small populations.
If the deficiency in the male sterile class as indicated by the 
combined data of the progeny rows is real several factors could 
have contributed to this deficiency. A consistent mis- 
classification of the sterile plants could have occurred, but 
since the male sterile plants were easily identified this does 
not appear to be a reasonable explanation for the deviation from 
the expected. The seeds or seedlings with the male sterile gene 
in the homozygous condition could have been less viable than other 
seed, however all seed of F2 plants appeared to be equally healthy 
and no weak seedlings or plants were observed. Another 
possibility is that the pollen grains or gametes containing the 
rudimentary anther gene may have been at a slight competitive 
disadvantage at the time of fertilization. This latter possibility 
is suggested as the most probable cause for the deficiency of 
the male sterile class, although this cannot be proven from the data 
available.
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The male sterile plants produced in the F 2 progeny rows 
OC832, OC833, OC836, and OC837 were easily identified at 
maturity because of their low percent seed set. The average 
seed set on fertile plants in these F£ rows was 71.08 percent.
The F2 male sterile plants produced an average of 4.81 percent 
seed set on 106 panicles from 31 male sterile plants. The seed 
set ranged from panicles that produced no seed to a panicle with 
20.65 percent of the florets filled.
The percent stainable pollen of the four "F^" plants ranged 
from 74.89 to 95.81 percent (Table 3), indicating normal or 
nearly normal pollen development in the heterozygous "F^" plants.
The average seed set on homozygous fertile plants in F 2 row 
OC832 was 64.64 percent and the average seed set on the heterozygous 
plants in this row was 66.56 percent. Homozygous fertile plants 
in F2 row 0C836 had a percent seed set of 67.20 and seed set on 
the heterozygous fertile plants was 76.81. The genotype of the F2 
fertile plants was determined from the F^ progeny. Seed set on 
Fj plants heterozygous for the male sterile character was similar 
to seed set on the homozygous fertile plants as was determined by 
the "Student's" t-test.
The average seed set on 452 panicles from 140 male sterile Fg 
plants was 12.69 percent. The seed set on different panicles 
ranged from a panicle with .59 percent seed set to a panicle 
with 46.77 percent seed set. Although the morphology of the pistil
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Table 3. Fertility of "Fj" and F2 plants of lines which segregated 
for the rudimentary anther character.
F2 row 
no.












OC832 52.90 87.73 66.19 4.60
OC833 79.31 95.81 63.31 5.78
OC836 61.57 74.89 74.11 4.06
OC837 66.91 80.63 80.70 4.79
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appeared normal the seed set results do not eliminate the possibility 
of some female sterility in the male sterile plants. Although a 
percent seed set of 46.77 from natural cross pollination in normally 
self pollinated rice suggests that the female should be highly 
fertile.
Two "F^" plants from the material grown in the greenhouse 
during the winter and spring of 1969-70 had only small rudimentary 
anthers and failed to produce seed in the greenhouse. These two 
plants numbered OR62 and OR63 were the progeny of a partially 
sterile selection from a line derived from the cross RRU x C554.
The original selection apparently was a male sterile plant which 
was pollinated by sib plants of the same line which were 
heterozygous for the rudimentary anther character.
These two male sterile plants were transplanted into the 
field at the Rice Experiment Station in June 1970. When these 
plants began flowering the florets were hand pollinated. It was 
observed that with hand pollination these male sterile plants would 
produce seed. Additional cross pollinations were made to obtain 
hybrid seed to use in the study of the inheritance of the 
rudimentary anther character and to determine what effect different 
genetic backgrounds would have on the inheritance and expression 
of the rudimentary anther character.
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The two male sterile plants were outcrossed to 14 varieties 
and lines. To make these crosses the florets were pollinated as 
they opened. The florets were not clipped and 22.60 percent of 
the florets that were hand pollinated produced seed. The highest 
percent seed set on an individual panicle was 58.00 percent on a 
panicle pollinated with pollen from the variety Bluebelle.
The seeds from the 14 controlled crosses were planted in 
the greenhouse in the fall of 1970 and the plants grew and 
developed normally. The percent stainable pollen was high 
(84.32 to 98.10 percent) for all F plants (Table 4). This 
indicated that almost no intervarietal sterility was present in 
the progeny of these crosses. Seed set on these plants was 
lowered by a heavy infestation of spider mite at the time of 
heading although the plants were treated with a mitocide on a 
regular basis. However sufficient seed was obtained to 
establish F2 progeny rows for all crosses.
F 2 progeny rows for all 14 crosses were grown at the Rice 
Experiment Station during the summer of 1971. The F2 progeny 
of all 14 different crosses of the rudimentary anther male- 
sterile plants with other varieties and lines segregated for 
the male sterile character.
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Table A. Percent stainable pollen of the plants from the
crosses between rudimentary anther male sterile
plants and 1A varieties and genetic stock lines.
Male Parent
Percent Stainable 
Pollen of F^ Plants






T(N) 1 88.11 2
G.S. 7028 95.15 1
G.S. 7062 98.05 1
G.S. 7072 96.78 3
G.S. 7089 96.8A 2
G.S. 7165 93.27 3
G.S. 717A 92.32 1
G.S. 7179 98.10 2
G.S. 7183 96.63 2
G.S. 7382 9A.15 2
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The Fg progeny of the crosses also showed variations for 
many other characters such as plant color, plant height, maturity, 
awns, and grain type. The male sterile plants showed some 
variations in anther size, however, the anthers on the male 
sterile plants were easily identified as being smaller than 
normal anthers.
All 14 Fg families produced a good fit (P = > .05) to a ratio 
of three fertile plants to one male sterile plant (Table 5). The 
chi-square test for homogeneity gave a probability greater than 
.95, indicating the segregation behavior of the 14 families was 
similar. However when the data from all 14 families were pooled 
the combined results fit a 3:1 ratio with a probability of less 
than .01. The pooled results gave 1368 fertile plants and 379 
male sterile plants. The male sterile class was less than expected. 
It was noted that almost all F2 families gave a small but consistent 
deficiency in the male sterile class. The pooled data indicated 
that the deficiency in the male sterile class is real. The 
variation from the expected was apparently so small a large sample 
was necessary to show a significant effect. This small but 
consistent deficiency was also present in the F^ families 
previously discussed. It is suggested that this deficiency in 
the male sterile class occurred because the gametes containing 
the mutant male sterile gene have a slight competitive dis­
advantage in the fertilization process.
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Table 5. Segregation for male sterility in crosses between
rudimentary anther male sterile plants and 14
varieties and genetic stock lines.
Male Parent









Bluebelle 139 37 44.00 1.48 .30-.20
Nato 38 12 12.50 .03 .90-.80
Dawn 32 11 10.75 .01 .95-.90
IR-8 215 55 67.50 3.09 .10-.06
T(N) 1 75 21 24.00 .50 .50-.40
G.S. 7028 41 9 12.50 1.31 .30-. 20
G.S. 7062 174 43 54.25 3.11 .10-.05
G.S. 7072 166 42 52.00 2.56 .20-.10
G.S. 7089 45 13 14.50 .21 .70-.60
G.S. 7165 146 43 47.25 .51 .50-.40
G.S. 7174 57 15 18.00 .67 .50-.40
G.S. 7179 98 33 32.75 .003 >  .95
G.S. 7183 62 18 20.00 .27 .70-.60
G.S. 7382 80 27 26.75 .003 >  .95
Pooled (1 d.f.) 1368 379 436.75 10.18 >  .01
Heterogeneity (13 d.f.) 3.56 >  .95
Total (14 d.f.) 13.74 .50-.40
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The seed set on the male sterile plants showed considerable 
variation, however this variation probably was due to the 
variation In effective cross pollination especially since some 
of the lines were segregating for time of maturity. The average 
seed set of the male sterile plants was 10.60 percent (Table 6). 
The average seed set per family ranged from 6.09 percent for the 
Taichung (Native) #1 cross to 14.22 for the cross with Genetic 
Stock #7174. No intervarietal type sterility was observed in 
these crosses. Essentially all plants with normal anthers 
appeared to be highly fertile. The average fertility of the 
F2 fertile plants was 80.01 percent. Therefore the results from 
the study were not complicated by types of sterility other than 
the rudimentary anther male sterile character.
The morphology and genetic behavior of the rudimentary anther 
male-sterile character were similar in all selections and lines 
with this character. Since all selections that gave rise to 
this character were selections from the cross RRU x C554, the 
rudimentary anther male sterile character in the lines from these 
selections apparently is the result of the expression of the same 
gene.
The rudimentary anther male sterile character should be a 
valuable source of genic male sterility because it is easily 
identified at the time of flowering and appears to be stable 
under a wide range of genetic backgrounds.
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Table 6. Percent seed set of male sterile F2 plants from the
crosses between the rudimentary anther male sterile











Bluebelle 10.98 0.75 - 37.27 66
Nato 6.90 0.0 - 13.64 23
Dawn 7.85 0.0 - 22.09 15
IR-8 12.06 0.0 - 46.43 113
T(N)1 6.09 0.0 - 15.73 25
G.S. 7028 9.52 3.25 - 19.51 12
G.S. 7062 13.13 2.94 - 34.17 38
G.S. 7072 13.24 0.0 - 40.38 37
G.S. 7089 8. 70 0.0 - 20.35 19
G.S. 7165 9.75 0.0 - 22.78 34
G.S. 7174 14.22 1.27 - 23.81 15
G.S. 7179 11.09 0.0 - 20.43 31
G.S. 7183 13.39 1.14 - 36.62 22
G.S. 7382 11.44 1.25 - 34.15 24
Overall average 10.60
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Another source of apparent male sterility was found in F2 
progeny row OC806. This row was observed to segregate for plants 
with normal anthers and plants with nondehiscent anthers. The 
plants with nondehiscent anthers also produced a low percent 
seed set. The F^ progeny row contained 14 fertile plants with 
normal anthers and 6 partially sterile plants with nondehiscent 
anthers. A chi-square test indicated these results fit a ratio 
of 3 fertiles to 1 partially sterile with a probability of . 70 - 
.60. The average seed set on the fertile plants was 69.15 
percent and on the partially sterile plants 11.81 percent.
There was no difference between the fertile and partially 
sterile plants in their vegetative structures or behavior. The 
floral parts and flowering behavior of the partially sterile 
plants were similar to the fertile plants except the anthers of 
the partially sterile plant appeared to contain less normal 
pollen (63.87 percent stainable pollen) and were almost completely 
nondehiscent. The partially sterile plants appeared to be 
functionally male sterile although the average percent stainable 
pollen was 63.87 percent. This was lower than the 95.95 percent 
stainable pollen of the fertile plants. The "F^" parent plant 
produced 31.41 percent seed set and 96.46 percent stainable pollen 
under greenhouse conditions, indicating normal pollen in the 
heterozygous plant. The low seed set was about average for normal 
fertile plants in the greenhouse due to poor condition for seed 
production.
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The percent seed set of the partially sterile plants was 
similar to the seed set of the rudimentary anther male-sterile 
plants previously discussed, suggesting that the seed produced 
on the partially sterile plants under field condition was due 
to cross pollination rather than self pollination. The 
partially sterile plants were transplanted into the greenhouse 
and none of these plants produced selfed seed in the greenhouse. 
Attempts were made to self-fertilize the partially sterile plants 
in the greenhouse by breaking the nondehiscent anthers over the 
stigmas as the florets opened. No selfed seed was obtained from 
these attempts, Indicating that the pollen of the partially 
sterile plant was not functional in the greenhouse. An attempt 
was made during the summer of 1971 to determine if selfed seed 
could be produced on bagged panicles of partially sterile plants, 
however a hurricane damaged all bagged panicles and reliable 
results were not obtained. Limited observation gave no indication 
of self fertilization by the partially sterile plants.
Fg progeny rows were produced in 1971 from seed of the 
fertile Fg plants in row 0C806. The 14 Fg progeny rows were 
expected to segregate in a ratio of two rows segregating for 
partial sterility or male sterility to one row not segregating, 
however all 14 F^ progeny rows contained some partially sterile 
plants (Table 7). This fit the expected ratio of two segregating 
rows to one non-segregating row with a probability of .01 - .005. 
The F^ results therefore did not support the hypothesis that this
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Table 7. F^ segregation for male sterility in progeny of fertile
plants from F2 row 0C806.
F2 plant 
No.





O C 806-1 69 9 7.54 .01-'. 005
3 57 7 6 . 75 .01-.005
4 29 8 . 2 2 . 70-.60
8 37 1 0 .35 .60-.50
9 71 1 2 4.92 .05-.025
1 1 58 19 .35 .60-.50
1 2 48 1 1 1.27 .30-.20
13 55 8 5.08 .025-.01
14 45 1 1 . 8 6 .40-.30
15 73 17 1.79 .2 0 - . 1 0
16 63 17 .60 .50-.40
17 53 5 8.30 .005-.001
19 67 13 3.27 .10-.05
2 0 86 17 3.96 .05-.025
Pooled (1 d.f.) 811 164 34.79 <.0005
Heterogeneity (13 d.f.) 10.47 .70-.60
Total (14 d.f.) 45.26 < . 0 0 0 5
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male sterile character was due to a simple recessive gene.
Eight of the F^ progeny rows produced a good fit (P ■ >.05) to 
a 3:1 ratio of fertile to male sterile plants. The remaining 
six progeny rows all had less male sterile plants than 
expected and they fit a 3:1 ratio with a probability of less 
than .05. While the F2 results obtained from the study of 
this male sterile character suggests this character is controlled 
by a single gene, additional information is needed to clarify 
the F^ results obtained.
Seed set on fertile F^ plants averaged 76.10 percent and 
seed set on the F 3 male sterile plants averaged 14.30 percent 
(Table 8 ). A wide range of seed set was obtained from the male 
sterile plants. Male sterile plants in one row had an average 
seed set of 7.79 percent and a range in panicle seed set from 
2.10 to 14.29 percent. Another row had an average seed set of 
27.52 percent and a range in panicle seed set from 4.73 to 
50.98 percent (Table 8 ). These results appeared to be within 
the range to be expected from male sterile rice plants.
Partially sterile plants were collected from the Rice 
Experiment Station during the summer of 1970. These partially 
sterile plants were first identified by their more upright 
panicles when compared to fertile plants whose panicles drooped 
and bent at maturity due to the weight of the grains in the
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Table 8. Percent seed set of fertile plants from F2 row 0C806






Fertile Plants Male Sterile Plants
Seed Set
%






OC8 O6 - 1 11.hi 65.34 10.09 .92-22.12
3 69.28 75.59 19.88 10.42-37.89
4 63.24 66.84 20.03 7.45-33.33
8 38.82*** 73.57 27.52 4.73-50.98
9 75.00 78.84 8.32 1.90-15.22
11 79.19 81.17 20.42 2.86-37.50
12 75.33 82.33 14.65 1.27-36.27
13 63.29 77.69 16.40 5.19-36.78
14 82.86 79.46 17.44 5.19-28.12
15 80.63 77.53 12.82 4.61-22.65
16 50.85 70.17 7.79 2.10-14.29
17 56.07 73.27 10.79 4.79-18.10
19 72.93 83.74 6.23 1.28-14.44
20 83.25 80.55 15.36 6.98-30.00
Overall avg. 69.15 76.10 14.30
*Each value In this column was an average of about 14 panicles.
**Range value was evaluated on a panicle basis.
***Part of a panicle was damaged by fungal diseases.
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filled panicles. Except for the upright panicles and the 
earlier initiation of secondary or ratoon tillering the 
partially sterile plants were similar to other plants in the 
plot in which they were growing.
The "F^" plants produced from seed of the partially sterile 
selections were grown in the greenhouse during the winter and 
spring of 1970-71. Vegetative growth of the "F^" plants 
appeared to be normal although several plants died before 
reaching maturity. A spider mite infestation during the late 
flowering and grain filling stages lowered the seed set on 
some plants, however 64 of the 71 original selections produced 
sufficient seed to establish F£ progeny rows during the summer 
of 1971.
Plants in the F2 progeny rows were observed as they approached 
maturity to determine those progeny rows which contained partially 
sterile plants. Thirteen of the 64 F2 progenies appeared to 
segregate into fertile and sterile or partially sterile plants 
(Table 9). The 13 Pj plants from which these F2 progenies were 
derived were selected from six different source populations. The 
percent seed set produced by the 13 F2 progeny and their "F^" and 
P^ parent plant are reported in Table 10.
TABLE 9. Segregation for fertile and partially sterile plants in the F 2 progeny of partially 
sterile selections made in 1970.
Source of P-̂  Selections
1971 
Row No.
Number of F2 plants
3:1 ratio 15:1 ratio
Varietal
Identity






X2 Value P X2 Value P
Bluebonnet 50 C.I. 8990 1C189 52 4 .07 .80-.70
Dawn C.I. 9534 1C234 39 15 .222 .70-.60
(DwfTPU) x
Bbt50) C.I. 9551 1C193 56 4 .01 .95-.90
(DwfTPU) x
Bbt50 C.I. 9551 1C194 46 15 .005 .95-.90
N250MxRZ250M Cr. 69-5028 1C198 50 15 .128 .80-.70
N250MxRZ250M Cr. 69-5028 1C199 35 11 .029 .90-.80
Belle Patna x Dawn C.I. 9708 1C219 74 8 1.72 .20-.10
Belle Patna x Dawn C.I. 9708 1C221 54 5 .49 .50-.40
Belle Patna x Dawn C.I. 9708 1C220 72 11 6.108 .02-.01 6.940 .01-.005
TABLE 9. Contd.






Row No. Fertile Partially 
Plants Sterile 
Plants
X2 Value P X2 Value P
Starbonnet C.I. 9584 1C240 53 17 .019 .90-.80
Starbonnet C.I. 9584 1C241 62 11 3.840 .10-.05
Starbonnet C.I. 9584 1C242 36 14 .240 .70-.60
Starbonnet C.I. 9584 1C246 61 19 .067 .80-.70
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The progeny of one partially sterile selection from the 
variety Bluebonnet 50, F2 progeny row IC189, segregated into 
52 fertile plants and 4 partially sterile plants (Table 9).
These results fit a 15:1 ratio of fertile to partially sterile 
plants with a probability of .80 - .70 indicating that duplicate 
recessive genes are involved in the inheritance of this partial 
sterility. Fertile plants in the row produced an average seed 
set of 74.50 percent (Table 10). Partially sterile plants in the 
same row had an average seed set of 37.96 percent with a range of 
21.64 - 65.00 percent. The selection from which the F£ 
progeny row was derived had a seed set of 17.62 percent. The 
seed set produced on the partially sterile plants was higher than 
expected for seed produced from cross pollination of male sterile 
rice plants which suggests the partial sterility in this line 
may not be due to male sterility.
The F2 progeny of a partially sterile selection from the 
variety Dawn, F2 progeny row IC234, segregated into 39 fertile 
and 15 partially sterile plants which fit a 3:1 ratio with a 
probability of .70 - .60. These results indicate the partial 
sterility in this line is due to the expression of a single 
pair of recessive genes. Seed set on F2 fertile plants in this 
row averaged 85.91 percent. Partially sterile F2 plants 
averaged 7.76 percent seed set with a range from 1.20 - 16.91 
percent. The P^ selection had a seed set of 20.21 percent.
Table 10. Percent seed set of fertile and partially sterile plants from segregating F2 progeny rows 
and percent seed set of the and "Fi" plants of these lines.
Source of P^ Selections
1971 Percent
ff-r* »l 









































































49.55 17.50 97.73 78.06 23.52 6.74-41.96
Table 10. Contd.






























































8.13 70-80* 97.32 85.60 7.35 2.09-15.98
*Estimated seed set from visual observation.
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The seed set obtained on the partially sterile plants appears 
to be within the range expected from male sterile rice plants 
and suggests that the partial sterility in this line may be 
due to male sterility.
F2 progeny rows XC193 and IC194 derived from two partially 
sterile selections from C.I. 9551 segregated into fertile and 
partially sterile plants. F2 row IC193 produced 56 fertile 
plants and 4 partially sterile plants which fit a 15:1 ratio 
with a probability of .95 - .90. This indicates the partial 
sterility in this line is expressed in the presence of two pairs 
of recessive genes. Seed set on fertile plants in this row 
averaged 85.07 percent. Partially sterile plants averaged 8.78 
percent seed set with a range of 3.53 to 18.27 percent. The 
selection had 14.39 percent seed set. F£ row IC194 produced 
46 fertile plants and 15 sterile plants which fit a 3:1 ratio 
with a probability of .95 - .90. These results indicate that 
the partial sterility in this line is expressed in the presence 
of a single pair of recessive genes. Seed set on the fertile 
plants averaged 89.49 percent. Partially sterile plants in this 
row averaged 18.91 percent seed set with a range of 4.32 - 
32.66 percent. The P^ plants of this line averaged 26.69 
percent seed set.
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Seed set on partially sterile plants from both F2 row 
IC193 and F 2 row IC194 appears to be similar to seed set 
produced by male sterile rice plants with limited cross 
pollination which suggests that the partial sterility in 
these lines could be the result of male sterility.
Fj progeny row IC198 and IC199 derived from plant selections 
made from an advanced selection (Cr. 68-5028) of a cross, N250M x 
RZ250M, segregated into fertile plants and plants that were almost 
completely sterile. Fj row IC198 segregated into 50 fertile 
plants and 15 almost completely-sterile plants which was a good 
fit (P. » .80 - .70) to a 3:1 ratio. F2 fertile plants of row 
IC198 produced an average of 80.16 percent seed set,-while the 
almost completely-sterile plants produced only one seed from 
15 plants (5195 florets in 44 panicles) for .02 percent seed set. 
The plant had 1.57 percent seed set. F2 progeny row IC199 
segregated into 35 fertile and 11 almost completely-sterile plants 
which fit (P. - .90 - .80) a 3:1 ratio. F2 fertile plants of 
this row produced an average of 81.82 percent seed set, while one 
seed was obtained from 11 almost completely-sterile plants (4563 
florets in 34 panicles) for a .02 percent seed set. The sterile 
plants in this row had zero percent stalnable pollen. All 
pollen appeared aborted, shrivelled, and very lightly stained.
The Pi plant had 1.27 percent seed set.
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The results from rows IC198 and IC199 indicate the 
sterility In these two lines is expressed in the presence of a 
single pair of recessive genes. The similarity in segregation 
ratio and seed set of the sterile plants suggests that the 
sterility in these two lines is due to the presence of the same 
gene in both lines. The low seed set by the sterile plants 
indicates this low seed set is not due to male sterility unless 
some modifications of flowering behavior prevented cross 
pollination. This low seed set is probably due to the expression 
of sterility in both the male and female gametes.
F2 progeny from three partially sterile plant selections 
made from an advanced generation selection (C.I. 9708) 
derived from a cross of Belle Patna x Dawn segregated into 
fertile and partially sterile plants. F 2 progeny row IC219 
produced 74 fertile and 8 partially sterile plants, showing a 
good fit (P. = .20 - .10) to a 15:1 ratio. Fertile plants in 
this row produced an average of 78.06 percent seed set and 
partially sterile plants produced an average of 23.52 percent 
seed set with a range of 6.74 - 41.96 percent. The P^ 
selection from which this F£ row was derived had 49.55 percent 
seed set. row IC221 produced 54 fertile and 5 partially 
sterile plants which fit (P. = .50 - .40) a 15:1 ratio. Seed 
set of the F2 fertile plants averaged 91.67 percent and partially
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sterile plants averaged 11.93 percent seed set with a range 
of 3.43 - 24.84 percent. The plant from which F2 row IC221 
was derived had 32.36 percent seed set. The 15:1 ratios of 
fertile to partially sterile plants obtained from both F 2 rows 
IC219 and IC221 indicate the partial sterility in these lines 
is expressed in the presence of duplicate recessive genes.
The seed set on the partially sterile plants from these lines 
appears to be within the range of seed set that could be 
expected on cross pollinated male sterile rice plants, which 
suggests that the partial sterility in these lines could be 
due to male sterility. F£ row IC220 produced 72 fertile and 
11 partially sterile plants. These results fit a 3:1 ratio 
with a probability of .02 - .01 and fit a 15:1 ratio with a 
probability of .01 - .005. These results indicate that the 
inheritance of the partial sterility in this line does not fit 
either the single recessive factor or duplicate recessive 
factor hypotheses. However, these results fit a 7:1 ratio with 
a probability of .90 - .80, Ishikawa (1927) reported on a partial 
sterile character which segregated into 7:1 ratio of fertile 
and partially sterile plants. He attributed his results to the 
presence of a gametic-lethal factor. However, the partial 
sterility in this line appears to be different from that reported 
by Ishikawa since he reported that the fertile plants did not
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produce progeny which segregated for partial sterility, while 
the plant from which F2 row IC220 was derived was highly 
fertile (95.47 percent stainable pollen). Seed set on partially 
sterile plants in F2 row IC220 averaged 7.76 percent with a 
range of 1.15 - 35.71 percent. The fertile plants in this row 
averaged 84.48 percent. The plant from which the F2 row
was derived had 36.53 percent seed set. The seed set on 
partially sterile F2 plants appears to be in the range that 
could be expected from cross pollination of male sterile rice 
plants which suggests the low seed set is due to male sterility.
F2 progeny from four partially sterile selections from the 
variety Starbonnet segregated into fertile and partially sterile 
plants. F^ row IC242 produced 36 fertile and 14 partially sterile 
plants which fit a 3:1 ratio with a probability of .70 - .60.
These results indicate the partial sterility in this line 
resulted from the expression of a single pair of recessive genes. 
The fertile plants in this row averaged 77.18 percent seed set 
and the partially sterile plants averaged 44.16 percent seed 
set with a range of 31.12 - 51.68 percent. The plant from 
which F2 row IC242 was derived had 42.62 percent seed set. The 
seed set on the partially sterile plants of this line was higher 
than expected from cross-pollinated male sterile rice plants.
This suggests that the sterility may be a type of partial 
sterility affecting both male and female gametes.
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? 2  progeny from three other selections from the variety 
Starbonnet segregated into fertile and partially sterile plants 
in a 3:1 ratio, which Indicated the partial sterility in these
lines is due to the expression of a pair of recessive genes.
The seed set on these lines indicates that the partial 
sterility could be the result of male sterility and outcrossing 
of male sterile plants. F2 row IC240 segregated into 53 
fertile and 17 partially sterile plants which fit a 3:1 ratio 
with a probability of .90 - .80. Seed set on the fertile F 2 
plants averaged 86.12 percent and partially sterile F 2 plants 
averaged 13.55 percent seed set with a range of 0.00 - 32.07
percent. The P^ plant from which this progeny was derived had
18.19 percent seed set. F2 row IC241 segregated into 62 fertile 
and 11 partially sterile plants which fit a 3:1 ratio with a 
probability of .10 - .05. Seed set on the fertile F£ plants 
averaged 82.03 percent and partially sterile F2 plants
averaged 18.23 percent seed set with a range of 7.69 - 36.56
percent. The plant from which this progeny was derived had
33.33 percent seed set. F2 row IC246 segregated into 61 
fertile and 19 partially sterile plants which fit a 3:1 ratio 
with a probability of .80 - .70. Seed set on the fertile F2 
plants averaged 85.60 percent and partially sterile F2 plants
averaged 7.35 percent seed set with a range of 2.09 - 15.98
percent. The P^ plant from which this progeny was derived had 
8.13 percent seed set.
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The "Fj" plants from which the 13 segregating progeny 
rows were derived produced 70.18 to 98.50 percent stainable 
pollen (Table 10) which indicates the heterozygous plants 
were highly fertile. The seed set on the "F^" plants in the 
greenhouse is not a reliable indication of fertility because 
of a severe spider mite infestation at the flowering and grain 
filling stages of development.
Although 13 of 64 partially sterile selections produced 
progeny which segregated in the F2 generation 51 partially 
sterile selections did not* indicating that a large number of 
rice plants can be found which show sterility which is not 
due to genic sterility factors. However, these results show 
that it is possible to screen these partially sterile plants 
for genic sterility by growing the progeny of these collections 
through at least the F2 generation.
SUMMARY
Plants with a low percent seed set were collected from 
rice fields and research plots in an attempt to locate 
male sterility genes in rice. Progeny from these 
selections were grown out for two generations to determine if 
segregation from male sterility would occur in the F2 progeny. 
Two male sterility characters were discovered.
Lines containing a "rudimentary anther" male sterile 
character were evaluated in the F^, F2 , and F^ generations. 
Rudimentary anther male sterile plants were outcrossed to 14 
lines and varieties and the F^ and F 2 progeny of these crosses 
were studied. The segregation ratios from these studies fit 
a 3:1 ratio of fertile to male sterile plants. The heterozygous 
plants were normal in fertility. These results indicate the 
rudimentary anther male sterile character is inherited as a 
simple recessive gene. This male sterile character was not 
modified by different genetic backgrounds which suggests that 
this character is only slightly influenced by modifier.
The percent seed set on male sterile plants of this line under 
open pollinated field conditions ranged from .59 to 46.77 
percent and averaged 12.69 percent.
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A line which segregated for a male sterile character, in 
which the anthers appeared to be almost normal except they were 
nondehiscent, was evaluated in the F^, F£ and F^ generations.
The results from the F2 generation indicated this character was 
inherited as a single recessive gene. However the F^ data did 
not support the single gene hypothesis and the inheritance of 
this male sterile character was not clarified.
Twelve other lines were found which produced partially 
sterile plants in the F^ generation in either a 3:1 or 15:1 
ratio indicating single or duplicate gene inheritance for 
these partial sterility characters. The lines were not studied 
sufficiently to determine definitely if the low seed set on the 
partially sterile plants was due to male sterility. However 
8 of the 12 lines appeared to have a percent seed set within the 
range expected of male sterile plants suggesting that the low 
percent seed set on the partially sterile plant in these lines 
is due to male sterility.
v
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